Adjectives Fashion Show CBRT Script
By Ms. Shapiro’s Class * Lafayette E.S. * Washington, DC
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Introducingggggg… The Awesome
Adjective Fashion Show! Through
dark and light, cotton and silk, we’ve
finally come up with these brilliant,
magnificent, stupendous dresses!
What do adjectives have to do with a
fashion show?
Well, if we didn’t have adjectives, we
wouldn’t be able to describe anything!
(SOUND EFFECT: wa wa waaaa)
Adjectives describe nouns and verbs!
(SOUND EFFECT: uh huh.
GESTURE: head up and down)
In the sentence “she quickly walked
down the runway…”
Quickly describes how she walked –
the verb. (GESTURE: 5 quick stomps)
And in the sentence “her dress is long
and flowing…”
Long and flowing describe her dress –
the noun. (GESTURE: hold out dress.
SOUND EFFECT: oooh)
These dresses would sound so boring
without adjectives! So bland, so dull,
so lifeless! (SOUND EFFECT: yawn.
GESTURE: hand to mouth)
Get ready to be fashionized with the
Awesome Adjective Fashion Show!
(SOUND EFFECT: sing “Everybody
Dance Now!” and make music sound)
Here comes our first model, the
wonderful Francesca! She is wearing
a blue silk dress with green shimmery
jewels. (SOUND EFFECT: ooh la la!)
Look! There’s my lovely sister!
(SOUND EFFECT: someone else
whistles)
Wow! That dress looks wonderful on
her, and the jewels really bring out her
eyes. They’re so beautiful!
Next is the fabulous Amaria wearing a
white feathered dress. Did you notice
the silk under the feathers?
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Mom, I see the delicate swan feathers
detaching from the dress! (GESTURE:
poking Mom)
13
(SOUND EFFECT: gasp. GESTURE:
hand to chest) Oh no! My delicate swan
feathers are detaching from my dress!
4
(SOUND EFFECT: spitting) Who cares
about the dress, the feathers are
swooping, flying, dunking, and swirling
into my mouth! Wait, what did you say?
Oh, now I see the soft blue silk.
5
Up next is beautiful Ariana, wearing an
orange and green dress with a white
beaded ribbon around her waist, and I
love the texture!
1
A lecture? Who lectures a dress?
(GESTURE: right hand swings out)
ALL No! Not a lectured dress! A textured
dress! (SOUND EFFECT: feel left
sleeve)
2
Here comes Gigiline wearing her
pumpkin orange dress.
14
Oooh, that’s unbelievably fancy!
15
It’s gorgeous! (SOUND EFFECT:
ooohh!)
16
She’s so elegant! (SOUND EFFECT:
aaahh!)
17
Wow, that’s gotta hurt – she tripped on
her dress! (SOUND EFFECT: gasp.
GESTURE: hand on chest)
18
Oh, my perfect knee! (GESTURE:
examines knee)
19
Oh no! Look at that cut, it’s humongous!
(SOUND EFFECT: uh. GESTURE:
shiver)
20
It’s not only humongous, it’s also
bloody, deep, and swollen. The blood is
dark red and oozing slowly, steadily
from her knee. (Girls SOUND EFFECT:
fainting noise. GESTURE: hand to head)
21
That cut sure is bloody.
3
That cut is bloodier than Lily’s when she
fell off the runway last year!
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That cut is the bloodiest cut I’ve ever
seen! (Boys SOUND EFFECT: dang!)
Did you know adjectives could have
suffixes? (GESTURE: shrug)
Well that’s the dumbest question I’ve
ever heard! It’s dumber than the
dumbest question that’s ever been
asked, dummy! Of course adjectives
can have suffixes! (SOUND EFFECT:
duh! GESTURE: head slap)
We need a paramedic in here. And
there he is! Bob is wearing a white
shirt with a red cross on the left side, a
pair of white pants that are now blood
stained, black boots, and a pair of
latex gloves. A stethoscope dangles
gently around his neck.
Could be life threatening or even
fatal! (GESTURE: hand/arm out front
twice)
Now we must say a terribly sad adios
to Gigiline. (GESTURE: everyone
wave)
On with the next model, Annabella,
with her magnificent purple dress.
This glorious dress would be great for
important events, and it looks like a
patch of flowers. It’s fabulously
fancy!
Mommy, that girl is stunning, but I’m
bored. (GESTURE: head on shoulder
of Mom)
Our next model is Mia. She is wearing
a sparkling blue dress that looks like
crystal clear ocean water.
Hey, there’s my favorite model! She’s
so glamorous and elegant! She
gracefully floats across the runway!
Glenna is behind her and she has on a
lovely bright green dress with sequins
and a long, flowing train. The added
diamonds and glitter look like
morning grass shining in the sun.
(GESTURE: hand to forehead,
looking up to sky)

ALL Thank you models, you all look lovely.
(GESTURE: hand extended out and
down)
5
Thank you for coming to the Awesome
Adjectives Fashion Show!
1
We hope you learned about fashionable
adjectives.
2
By the way, all of these dresses are made
by the creative Alec Cheese.
7
I like cheese? Who’s that?
8
Not I like cheese! Alec Cheese!
7
Ohhhh! Alec Cheese! Yeah, he rocks!
(GESTURE: thumbs up)
3
If it wasn’t for adjectives, we would not
have had this opportunity to describe
these wonderful dresses to you.
4
We hope you liked our adjectives that
describe our nouns and gowns.
(GESTURE: left then right hand out to
side)
5
You can find our gowns and more like
them on our Web site:
www.awesomeadjectivefashionshow.com.
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(SOUND EFFECT: do do do do do.
GESTURE: typing)
Thank you for coming to our show. Have
a…
Smooth (GESTURE: flat hand sliding to
side)
Awesome (GESTURE: fist pump, arm
down)
Beautiful (Girls GESTURE: hair flip,
boys GESTURE: hand through hair)
Wonderful (GESTURE: arm goes up)
And fun day! (GESTURE: slight jump)
And most importantly, don’t forget to
use plenty of descriptive adjectives
whenever you can!
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